Using combination of Density Functional Theory and Monte Carlo simulation, we study the phase stability and electronic properties of two dimensional hexagonal composites of boron nitride and graphene, with a goal to uncover the role of the interface geometry formed between the two. Our study highlights that preferential creation of extended armchair interfaces may facilitate formation of solid solution of boron nitride and graphene within a certain temperature range. We further find that for band-gap engineering, armchair interfaces or patchy interfaces with mixed geometry are most suitable. Extending the study to nanoribbon geometry shows that reduction of dimensionality makes the tendency to phase segregation of the two phases even stronger. Our thorough study should form an useful database in designing boron nitride-graphene composites with desired properties.
Introduction
Graphene [1, 2] and its structural analog, a single sheet of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) comprising of alternating boron and nitrogen atoms [3, 4] in hexagonal ring, provide prototype models for the study of two-dimensional (2D) systems. Besides being interesting from fundamental physics point of view, they offer technological importance for possible applications in the field of nanoelectronics [5, 6, 7, 8] . In spite of sharing the same structural motif with only about 2% difference in their lattice constants, h-BN is an insulator with a large band-gap of more than 5 eV, while graphene is a zero-gap semi-metal with Dirac cone band structure. It was thus thought that band gap engineering may be achieved by mixing graphene with h-BN (termed as h-CBN hereafter). Films of h-CBN were initially synthesized by Panchakarla et al [5] and by Ci et al [6] using Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) technique, in which concentrations of C and BN could be carefully controlled. Liu et al [9] showed that planar graphene/h-BN hybrid can be seamlessly stitched together by growing graphene in lithographically patterned h-BN atomic layers. However, the formation of solid solution of graphene and h-BN is found to be thermodynamically limited, as graphene and h-BN have been reported to phase segregate both experimentally and theoretically [6, 10, 11, 12, 13] . The h-CBN system thus consists of segregated graphene or BN nanophases embedded in the matrix of the other. In presence of metal support laterally joined structure of h-BN and graphene has been achieved [12] .
The interface formed between graphene and h-BN can be of zig-zag type or arm-chair type in case of laterally joined strip structures, or can be of mixed type as would be the case for isolated patches. With the advancement of synthesis technique, specially on metal support, it may be possible to synthesis samples with preferential control of one geometry of interface over another. Though there exists certain theoretical studies in this respect, [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] a systematic study of the influence of the interface geometry on the phase stability of h-CBN will be highly desirable. In the present study, we address this issue by considering periodic array of h-BN and graphene strips, with zig-zag and armchair interfaces, formed by replacing graphene rows with boron-nitride rows within a given supercell. We study the phase stability of the constructed structures within the first-principles density functional theory (DFT) approach together with regular solid solution model.
We further investigate the microstructures formed by considering Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on an underlying bond Hamiltonian with DFT derived bond energies. MC simulations also enable us to compute the spinodal line for the MC generated interfaces with patchy structures. We additionally explore the effect of dimensionality reduction on phase stability of h-CBN. The miniaturization required for device applications use the so-called nanoribbon geometry with finite width in one direction and infinite in other direction. Both graphene nanoribbons (GNR) and boron nitride nanoribbons (BNNR) have been synthesized. Just as surface effects become predominant in 3D physics, edge effect would play a crucial role in GNR and BNNR. For example BNNR has been predicted to have narrow band gap and improved conductivity tuned by a transverse electric field or edge structure [23, 24] . Within the framework of MC simulation with DFT derived model Hamiltonian, we thus also study the phase stability properties of h-CBN in nanoribbon geometry.
Finally we study the influence of interface geometry, which can be of arm-chair type or zig-zag type formed by connection of h-BN and graphene strips, or mixed type formed by patches of h-BN domain in the matrix of graphene or visa-versa, on the electronic structure and band gap of h-CBN system. Our extensive study should provide useful information on the influence of interface geometry on the phase stability and band gap engineering.
Results and Discussions

First-principles study of zig-zag and arm-chair interfaces
between strips of h-BN and graphene Ab-initio DFT calculations were carried out on a 16 × 1 and 8 × 2 orthorhombic supercell (indicated by the black solid lines in Fig.1 ) for the arm-chair and zigzag case respectively using the plane wave based Quantum Espresso code [25] 1 . In these calculations, strips of h-BN and graphene connected either by zig-zag interface or arm-chair interface was created by replacing rows (indicated by the black dotted box in Fig.1 ) of C hexagons by BN hexagons of varying width within the unit cell, as shown in Fig 1. Ultrasoft pseudopotential [27] was used to describe the core electrons and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation kernel [28] . A 550 eV kinetic energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis set and 2200 eV for the charge density was used, obtaining an accuracy of 10 −10 eV in the self-consistent calculation of the total energy, using a converged Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids [29] of 6 × 6 × 1. The convergence of the computed ground state properties in terms of kinetic energy cut-off for the basis set and charge density has been checked. The positions of the atoms in the unit cell were relaxed toward equilibrium untill the Hellmann Feynman forces became less than 0.001 eV/Å.
In order to study the phase stability of h-CBN, we first computed the cohesive energy(∆E) of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x , which is also termed as mixing energy since it is related to the energies of the alloy related to the energies of pristine graphene and boron nitride. The negative value of ∆E indicates tendency to form homogeneous solid solution while positive value of ∆E indicates the tendency to phase separate. For each concentration x, we calculated the mixing energy per formula unit (f.u.) of the system using DFT, which is given by the following formula,
where E{(C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x , a(x)} is the total energy per formula unit of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x at the equilibrium in-plane lattice constant a(x); E(C, a C ) and E(hBN, a hBN ) are the total energies per formula unit of pristine graphene and h-BN at the equilibrium in-plane lattice constants a C and a hBN , respectively. ∆E B for different values of concentration, x is shown in left panel of Fig. 2 , for the arm-chair and zig-zag interface. First of all, we find that mixing energy is positive in all cases, suggesting phase segregation between h-BN and graphene, in conformity with the literature [11, 10, 30] . Very interestingly we find that the mixing energy is substantially reduced in case of arm-chair interface compared to zig-zag interface. This reduction is most effective at x = 0.5, for which the reduction is about 30%. The difference in the mixing energy between the armchair and zizag interfaces arise because of unequal number of CN and CB bonds per unit length along the interface. We have estimated the number of such bonds to be
for the zigzag interface while for armchair interface is
, where a 0 is the relaxed lattice constant of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x .
From the knowledge of mixing energy, the phase stability of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x can be computed from a mean field approach, using the so-called regular solution model. The configuration entropy of mixing is defined as S = −k B xlnx, where the sum runs over all configurations. Hence for (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x alloys, the entropy of mixing is given by
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and x is the concentration of carbon. The factor 2 arises because of the mixed occupancy of the two sublattices. The free energy is then given by F(T, x) = ∆E(x) − T S , where ∆E(x) is the mixing energy, as plotted in left panel of . Fitting parameters for x=0.5, for arm-chair and zig-zag interfaces were found to be a = 1.208, b = 1.511 and a = 1.720, b = 1.087 respectively, resulting in a critical temperature of 1400 K and 3948 K. For each composition, the phase below the line is the segregated phase, while the phase above is the solid solution phase.
Our computed value of critical temperature for zig-zag interface is in good agreement with the value obtained previously in literature using cluster expansion technique and Monte Carlo, [10] which did not take into account the specficity of the interface geometry. The plot of critical temperatures for the arm-chair and zig-zag interfaces for different values of concentration x is shown in the right panel of Fig 2. It follows the same trend as the mixing energy. Notably about a 65% suppression of the the critical temperature for segregation is obtained in the arm-chair geometry of the interface at x = 0.5, compared to that of the zig-zag geometry. We note that the computed temperatures for arm-chair interfaces are substantially smaller compared to melting point of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x hybrids, which can be approximately estimated from the melting points of h-BN and graphene, which are about 3300 K for h-BN and 4200 K for graphene. Thus if the (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x hybrids can be prepared with selectively chosen arm-chair interfaces, it may be possible to arrive at a homogeneous solution of h-BN and graphene, for an appreciable range of temperature.
Monte Carlo simulation on first-principles derived model Hamiltonian
Setting up of the Model Hamiltonian-DFT calculations involve large computer time even for a modestly small number of atoms and can be almost impossible for calculations involving a large number of atoms. MC simulations would be ideal to deal with such situation. It is also a convenient method to know what kind of interfaces are formed if the system is allowed to evolve without any constraint. We therefore employed Monte Carlo simulations to study the segregation of BN domains on graphene and calculate it's solid solution phase from the spinodal line. The Monte Carlo Simulations, within the framework of Metropolis [31] algorithm, are based on the following Hamiltonian, defined on a bond basis with bond energies extracted out from DFT calculations.
where, N is the total number of atoms in the simulation cell, E b (α i , β j ) is the bond energy between α i and β j . α i is the atom at position i, β j is the nearest neighbor atom. α and β can be either C, B or N. The factor of 2 in the denominator accounts for double counting. In order to estimate E b (α i , β j ) for different kinds of bonds, which can be CC, BN, CB or CN, we first considered an isolated pair of CC, BN, CB or CN atoms in which the C atoms are passivated with hydrogen atoms. We calculated the energy of this H-bonded pair of atoms, which is denoted as E sp 3 . We then calculated the energy of the hexagonal infinite sheets built up by the same pair of atoms, which would a graphene or BN sheet if the pair of atoms is CC and BN. For rest of the combinations, these are artificial computer-generated sheets. Energy of this infinite sheet is denoted as E in f . Considering the case of graphene, and considering the fact that energy of the infinite sheet in the unit cell is given by the energy of two isolated C atoms (C iso ) and the bond energy of C-C, E b (CC), we have,
where n is the number of bonds on each carbon atom. Similarly the energy of hydrogen passivated C-C pair can be also expressed as a sum of energy of isolated atoms and bond energies. Thus,
taking into account of the fact that there are 6 hydrogen atoms required to passivate the two carbon atoms completely. From 
The bond energies of other pairs can be defined similarly. Table  1 , lists the bond energies for different pairs, calculated using DFT computed values of E in f , E sp 3 and A iso , the latter being isolated atom energies, with A = C/B/N. As is evident from the table, the bond energies for CC and BN bonds are far more stronger compared to CB and CN bonds. The random mixing of graphene and h-BN would require formation of CB and CN bonds, which clearly is unfavorable, explaining the observed segregation behavior in normal condition.
Having computed the bond energies in a DFT derived way which are the input to the MC simulation for the infinite sheet of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x , we proceed to calculate the same for cases when the systems are nanoribbons. As can be anticipated, the bond energies of the pair of atoms positioned near the edge of the ribbon will be different from that inside the ribbon. This effect may also extend to atoms adjacent to the edge. Thus to compute the position-dependent bond energies, we proceed as follows. We passivate the edges of the nanoribbon with hydrogen atoms. For zig-zag (arm-chair) edged ribbon there are 2 (4) such H atoms in the unit cell. We built up the nanoribbons of increasing width by adding rows of atoms along the lateral dimension of the ribbon. At each stage, two rows were added which amounts to one unit cell (u.c.). Considering the graphene nanoribbon with smallest width which consists of two rows of atoms, the energy of the H-passivated system is given by
where E b1 (CC) is the CC bond energies of the carbon atoms belonging to the smallest possible nanoribbon. From knowledge of DFT energies for E 2row , C iso , H iso , E b (CH), the bond energy E b1 (CC) is estimated. Adding two additional rows of carbon atoms lead to the energy given by,
Inputting the estimate of E b1 (CC obtained from previous calculation of E 2row gives the estimate of E b2 (CC) which is the CC bond energies of the carbon atoms immediately adjacent to rows belonging to the edges. This process is continued to extract the row-dependent bond energies in the nanoribbon geometry.
Our computed bond energies for the nanoribbons show (see Table 1 ) the bond energies to be significantly larger at the edges which converge to the corresponding bulk values beyond five rows of atoms starting from the edge, with only marginal difference between zig-zag and arm-chair cases.
MC snapshots-Considering the case of infinite (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x sheet, the achieved equilibrium configurations at room temperature are shown in Fig 3, for x = 0.2, 0. 4, 0.6 and 0.8. In all cases, we find that depending on the concentration, the final configuration consists of either nanopatches of C atoms embedded in matrix of BN atoms or BN nanopatches, embedded in the matrix of carbon, suggesting the typical case of segregation. The edges formed between BN and C atoms turned out to be of mixed character with dominance of zig-zag boundaries over arm-chair. Thus, unless enforced through special growth condition, the (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x sheet tends to segregate with creation of edges with mixed character, as observed in initial experiments. [6] We further find from the snapshots that in case of ribbon geometry the BN atoms tend to segregate at the edges forming extending phase segregated domains running along the lateral direction of the ribbon, with carbon atoms in general positioned towards the central part of the ribbon. , which is averaged over all the Nitrogen (N N ) and Boron (N B ) atoms in the simulation cell. We found that at low temperatures the value of the order parameter increases as the system evolves from an initial random configuration to a final configuration, while at higher temperatures the order parameter evolves close to that of the initial random configuration. After a critical temperature the system accepts any exchange of BN and C dimers keeping the order parameter the same as the random configuration. We defined this temperature as the critical temperature. We repeated this procedure for various concentrations thus obtaining the spinodal line. The points above the spinodal line refers to the disordered solid solution phase while those below refers to the segregated phase. The left panel of Fig 5 shows the spinodal line for the infinite sheet of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x , and the nanoribbons of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x having width of 8 u.c. with zig-zag and arm-chair edges. For the infinite sheet, results were obtained for about 20000 atoms in the periodic unit cell, and 2 × 10 5 MC steps were used to reach the equilibrium. For the nanoribbons, the number of atoms in the lateral direction with periodic boundary condition was chosen to be 10000. We find the critical temperature of phase segregation is substantially high in case of ribbons compared to the infinite sheet, which makes it comparable to the correspond- ing melting point. This observation that the critical temperature of ribbons being larger than that of infinite sheets is rationalized by the strengthening of bond strengths at edges compared to bulk values (See Table 1 ). In case of infinite sheet, with interfaces of mixed character the calculated transition temperatures though less than that of the ribbon geometries are high enough, prohibiting mixed solution of h-BN and graphene under normal condition, unless the concentration is very low. In the right panel, we show the variation of the critical temperature at x = 0.5, as a function of the width of the nanoribbon for both zig-zag and arm-chair cases. We find the transition temperature for arm-chair is systematically less than that of the zig-zag nanoribbon with the difference being larger for ribbons of smaller widths. This is in line with our observation from mean-field study of infinite sheet that transition temperatures are suppressed in case of arm-chair interface compared to that of zig-zag interface.
Bandgap Engineering in
Finally, we investigate the influence of the interface geometry on the band gap engineering. In the study described so far, we have considered selectively created zig-zag type interface, or arm-chair type interface, and freely evolved interface generated in MC simulation which turned to be of mixed kind. Therefore a systematic study of electronic structure of the composite structures possessing these different interfaces i.e. armchair, zigzag and patches (mixed combination of zigzag and armchair) is important and necessary. These results may throw light on the underlying physics of band-gap engineering in optoelectronic devices.
In the upper middle, upper right and lower middle panels of Fig 6, we show the band structure of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x hybrids considering the zig-zag, arm-chair and patchy interfaces for x = 0.1. In lower right most panel we also show the variation of band gap as a function of varying concentration x for each of these interface geometries. From the three band structure plots it is evident that in all different cases of interface geometries the band-gaps are direct band-gaps and hence an electron can directly emit a photon without a change in momentum, giving such materials a high optical absorption. This aspect continues for other x values as well. A significant difference in the bandstructure of patchy interface compared to that of zigzag or armchair interfaces is that the bands are almost flat in case of patchy structure, while there is appreciable dispersion for the zig-zag or arm-chair interface, arising due to extended connectivity. This in turn implies the quenching of kinetic energy of electrons for the patchy interfaces amounting localization of the electrons at the states close to valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM). For the plot of the band gap, we further find that for a given concentration the band-gaps depend crucially on for the interface geometry. Since the band along YS (XS) direction in the arm-chair (zig-zag) interface is flat, we believe that the graphene nanoribbon geometry embedded in the CBN sheet mainly determines the entire low-energy band structure [32] . For a zig-zag interface, the closing of the band gap and a metallic behavior is obtained already for a concentration of x = 0.5, with significant suppression of band-gap at a concentration of x = 0.25. On the other hand, both for armchair and mixed interfaces, band gap is not closed even with large substitution of carbon atoms e.g. x = 0.9, giving rise to a large concentration window available for band gap tuning.
Summary and Discussion
To summarize, we have studied theoretically the influence of various geometrical shapes of the interfaces formed between phase segregated graphene and h-BN on the properties of h-BN substituted graphene systems. We have employed for this purpose mean-field regular solution model as well as Monte Carlo simulations of first-principles derived models. Our calculations show a rather strong dependence of the interface geometry both on the phase stability and the band gap engineering, the latter being the original motivation for studying graphene-BN hybrid systems.
We found a significant suppression of the segregation temperature is obtained for the arm-chair shaped interfaces, giving rise to the possibility of achieving homogeneous solution of graphene-BN alloy phase if extended arm-chair interfaces can be created selectively. We further found achieving such homogeneous solution phase becomes progressively difficult upon reduction of dimensionality, in moving from infinite sheet to nanoribbons of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x of smaller and smaller widths. Our study on band structure showed for band gap tuning arm-chair or mixed interfaces are better candidates compared to zig-zag interface. For the later the gap is significantly reduced and closes completely beyond a substitution limit of 0.5. On the other hand, the band gap remains finite for the armchair or mixed interfaces even for high level of substitution BN by carbon atoms of 0.9 (the highest value studied in the present study). Our band gaps have been calculated using GGA exchange-correlation functional which is expected to underestimate the values of the band gap, but the calculated trend should be robust, as has been shown in the study employing both hybrid functional and GGA functional. [33] Finally, our thorough and extensive study considering different possible interfaces in bulk as well as reduced dimensionality in (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x composite systems should provide an useful insight on the interfacial geometry effect on properties. Given the experimental possibility of control on phase stability of (C 2 ) x (BN) 1−x composite systems using supported and patterned substrates, [12] it might be possible to selectively create interface of one type over other with desired properties. In this context, band structure and stability of various isomers of 2D infinite sheet of (BN) m (C 2 ) n composites have been studied from the view point of chemical concepts of conjugation and aromaticity, [33] which also pointed out that the relative widths and arrangement of graphene phases in embedded h-BN matrix in an infinite sheet will be crucial in realizing BN substituted graphene systems with desired band gap. Our alternative approach of study reconfirms that idea, and additionally shows the effect of reduced dimensionality which is detrimental to achieve homogeneously mixed state.
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